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Big Game Hunts

The Colusa Indian Community owns and manages roughly 7,000 pristine acres of coastal rangelands in the foothills of Colusa County. This ranch is
managed solely for the purpose of game management and habitat improvement subsequently, minimal hunting opportunities are available through CICC
Outdoor Adventures.

Fully Guided Wild Hog Hunts

Hog hunting is not the main draw of our business, but it does keep us entertained during the months that we are not doing much fishing and when it’s not
waterfowl season, of course. Our guided hog hunts are entirely fair chase, spot and stalk type hunts and we strive to ensure that your hunt is not only
successful but, more importantly, memorable! There are an abundance of Russian influenced hogs on the ranches that we hunt, ranging in size from meat
pigs to true trophy hogs, weighing between 200-400lbs. with nice cutters.

Our hunts are set up as one day hunts and include the assistance of a licensed, professional, clean cut guide, from start to finish. All field dressing, and
skinning of game, as well as transportation on the ranch, is included with your hunt. There are no hidden fees, additional costs or trophy stipends added to
your cost. Just an honest, upfront, flat rate! Not getting around as good as you used too? Don’t worry, we are happy to accommodate you! Standard CA
Department of Fish & Wildlife laws apply. California Hunting License and Tags required.

2019 Hog Hunting Rate is $450 per person per day.

A $200 Kill Fee will also be assessed upon take.

Second Pig Fee – Same Hunter Same Day is $300.

50% Booking Deposit due upon reservation.

 

Guided Predator Hunts

The rolling hills and dense brush terrain of Cortina Ranch makes for some excellent predator hunting opportunities.  Turkeys, deer, pheasant, quail, and
rodents of all kinds can be found on our Cortina Ranch Property, therefore the food source and cover is endless for coyotes, bobcats, and raccoons.

Hunting these predators has become an essential tool to a healthy balance for all wildlife that call the ranch home. Our guided predator hunts are a good
mixture of early evening or early morning calling and are typically customized to each of our guests preferences. Our ‘Run and Gun’ calling style keeps the
action fast, exciting and entertaining and your typical shot is roughly 50 yards. California Hunting License is required.

2019 Predator Hunting Rate is $400 per person.

Second take on the same hunt is $200.
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